The DDP Robe

Disease Diagnosis and Prevention
The DDP robe works as a medical device which keeps track of the user’s internal organs, organ systems and processes, predicts and warns the user of any potential harm or sickness both at present and in the future, while providing them with recommended basic first aid actions to take to alleviate the pain and next steps to seeing a healthcare professional. The DDP robe works with an app that would be installed on the user’s cellular device and connected with their robe for the visual and auditory communication of information (daily health check badge, alerts, and guidelines) to the user. This device also works as a diagnosis tool for most health professionals to make it easy to conduct diagnosis for diseases that require continuous diagnosis or monitoring. The patient proudly wears this robe living their normal life while the doctor sit in the comfort of their office, doing all the diagnosis they need.
Diagnosis miles away with just a click

DDP robe acknowledges that even though information given by the robe's tracking of the internal processes of the user's body may be very crucial to their health, it still remains their personal information and the choice lies within their hands to either share their information to their health professional or not. However, the user's health professional may be notified of any alert about any malfunctions of the user's system.
This design is made for anyone around the world whether in good health situation or not. For people who need careful medical monitoring or diagnosis, this design like other crucial medical devices will be issued/prescribed by a health professional who will register the user as their patient in the app portal. In the situation where the individual is already in a good health shape, they can purchase this device on their own to help them maintain their positive health status and detect any future illness way before they happen or even escalate to ruin their lives. This design or robe comes in so many different shapes and sizes, colors and fashion styles. The choice here is the decision of the user shaped by the health professional’s recommendations.
Feel confident. Be happy

- Create an account on your mobile device with DDP robe and set up the connection with your robe.
- Send an invite to your health professional to register you as their caretaker to have access to your data.
- Get daily red, yellow, and green badges on your account depending on your data.

- Be notified with red alert and a potential ailment that may be caused by a malfunction. Click to allow health professional access to enable your doctor review and work with your data.
- To wash your DDP robe, just set your robe to washing mode on your mobile device and you're good to go. Due to the regular rinsing of this robe, the durability may be at most a month, when the user would have to go back to the health professional for a replacement.
Connect with Us

Get your gorgeous dresses and confidently take care of your health without any stigmatization. Feel safe, be happy.

123-456-7890
hello@ddprobe.com
www.ddprobe.com

The age of medical health and disease stigmatization is over!